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w xIt is shown that a semigroup algebra K S which is a principal left ideal ring is a
finitely generated PI-algebra of Gelfand]Kirillov dimension at most 1. A complete
 . w xdescription of principal left and right ideal rings K S , and of the underlying
w xsemigroups S, is obtained. Semiprime principal left ideal rings K S are shown
to be principal right ideal rings and a description of this class of rings follows.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn this paper we investigate when a semigroup algebra K S of a
semigroup S over a field K is a principal left ideal ring. In Section 2 we
w xshow that an algebra K S of this type satisfies a polynomial identity.
w xFrom this we derive that K S embeds into a matrix ring over a field, and
w xalso that K S has Krull dimension equal to its Gelfand]Kirillov dimen-
sion and not exceeding one. In Section 3 we then completely characterise
w xfinite semigroups S for which K S is a principal left ideal ring. It turns
w xout that the ring K S is the finite direct product of matrix rings over
principal left ideal monoid rings of a very special type. Moreover, the
direct summands come from an ideal chain of S. In Section 4, this result is
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extended to the class of arbitrary principal left and right ideal rings. The
methods developed there allow us also to describe semigroup algebras
w xK S which are semiprime principal left ideal rings. It follows that they are
principal right ideal rings as well. Finally, it is shown that every prime
w xcontracted semigroup algebra K S which is a principal ideal ring must be0
 .  w x.  w y1 x.of the form M K , M K X , or M K X, X and the structure of Sn n n
is completely determined.
The problem of when a semigroup algebra is a principal ideal ring has
been studied for special types of semigroups. We refer the reader to
w xGilmer's book 8 for some background on this problem and on other
related arithmetical properties, in the commutative setting. A complete
characterization of commutative semigroup algebras which are principal
w xideal rings has been given in 4 . On the other hand, arbitrary group
w xalgebras with this property have been described by Passman 18 as follows.
 w x .See 7 for earlier work by Fisher and Sehgal.
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a group and R s M K a matrix ring o¨er an
field K. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
w x  w x.1. R G s M K G is a principal left ideal ring;n
w x  w x.2. R G is left Noetherian and the augmentation ideal v R G is a
principal left ideal;
3. if char K s 0 then G is finite or finite-by-infinite cyclic; if char
K s p ) 0 then G is finite p9-by-cyclic p or G is finite p9-by-infinite cyclic.
w xProof. As mentioned in 11, Theorem 1.1 , this result was proved by
w xPassman in 18 for n s 1. His proof can be extended easily for any n.
w xIn 11 this problem was investigated recently for semigroup algebras of
some special types. In particular the case of cancellative semigroups has
been described.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let T be a cancellati¨ e monoid and K a field of
 .characteristic p not necessarily nonzero . The following conditions are equi¨ a-
lent:
w x1. K T is a principal left ideal ring;
2. T is a semigroup satisfying one of the following conditions:
 .a T is a group satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.1;
 .b T contains a finite p9-subgroup H and a nonperiodic element x
i w xsuch that xH s Hx, T s D Hx and the central idempotents of K H areig N
w xcentral in K T .
Our results show in particular that in many cases principal ideal semi-
w xgroup algebras K S are built of blocks that are matrix rings over algebras
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w xof type K T 9 , where T 9 is a homomorphic image of a monoid T satisfying
the conditions of Proposition 1.2.
Throughout the paper, a principal left ideal ring is always assumed to
have an identity element. For basic results on this class of rings the reader
w x w xis referred to 10, 14 and also 5 .
2. MATRIX EMBEDDING
w x w xThroughout, K is a field and S is a semigroup. K S , K S stand for0
the semigroup ring and the contracted semigroup ring of S over K,
w x w x respectively. Note that K S s K S if S has no zero element denoted by0
. w x w xu , if convenient and K S ( K S [ K otherwise. Let Q be a prime0
w x w x w xideal of K S and T a subset of K S rQ. The subalgebra of K S rQ
 4generated by T is denoted K T . By ; we denote the congruenceQ
relation of S defined by the prime ideal Q, that is, s ; t if s y t g Q,Q
w xfor s, t g S. Then Sr; can be identified with the image of S in K S rQQ
w x w x w xand we have a natural map K Sr; ª K S rQ. Moreover, if K S rQ isQ
 .a left Goldie ring, then Sr; embeds into a matrix ring M D over aQ n
division ring D.
 .We recall the basic information on the structure of arbitrary skew
linear semigroups, that is, subsemigroups of the multiplicative monoid
 . w xM D 16, 19 . This structure is an essential tool in the proof of the mainn
result of this section. On the other hand, in view of Corollary 2.5, it applies
w xto every S such that K S is a principal left ideal ring. We refer the reader
w xto 2 for standard terminology and notation on semigroups.
  . <  . 4Let M s a g M D rank a F j , j s 0, 1, . . . , n. We identify thej n
nonzero H-classes of the completely 0-simple semigroup M rM , j G 1,j jy1
 .with the H-classes of M D consisting of matrices of rank j.n
 .Let S : M D be a semigroup. The structure of S is described in termsn
of the ideal chain S s S = S = ??? = S , S s S l M note that wen ny1 0 j j
.may have S s B for some i . Thus, the Rees factors S rS : M rMi j jy1 j jy1
represent the ``layers'' of S and are approached via the egg-box pattern on
the completely 0-simple semigroup M rM . We adopt the conventionj jy1
that S rS s S if S s B.j jy1 j jy1
Each nonempty S , j G 1, is an ideal in S and the Rees factorjy1 j
S rS is a 0-disjoint union D U j N of the maximal nil ideal N ofj jy1 a a
S rS and of certain semigroups U , a g A, intersecting different R-j jy1 a
and different L-classes of M rM . In particular, U U : N for a / b. Ifj jy1 a b
the minimal rank of matrices in S is j G 1, so that S s B, then letjy1
 4S s U , A s a and N s B. Every U is an ``order'' in a uniquej a a
Ã .completely 0-simple or completely simple, if N s B subsemigroup U ofa
ÃM rM . That is, U intersects all nonzero H-classes of U and everyj jy1 a a
Ãmaximal subgroup H of U is generated by U l H. These U are uniquelya a a
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determined by the above conditions. All U coming from all possiblea
``levels'' S rS are called the uniform components of S. With a slightj jy1
 4abuse of language, the inverse image of U _ u in the correspondinga
 .S _ S u denoting the zero of S rS here will sometimes also bej jy1 j jy1
called a uniform component of S, depending on whether we view the
 .matrices in M _ M as elements of M rM or M D . If a uniformj jy1 j jy1 n
 4component U of S, treated as a subset of S, is an ideal of S or U j 0 isa a
an ideal of S, then we call U an ideal uniform component of S. In this casea
ÃU , originally defined as a subset of M rM , will be identified witha j jy1
Ã Ã  4.  4  . U _ u j 0 : M D that is, the zero of U is replaced by the zeroa n a
.matrix . Also, if 0 g S, this allows one to include the zero matrix into U ,a
so that the latter is indeed an ideal of S.
ÃThe maximal subgroups of U are called the groups associated to S. Ina
particular, the groups associated to S that come from the same U area
Ãisomorphic. Hence, U can be viewed as a ``group approximation'' of Ua a
and it is called the completely 0-simple closure of U as it is the smallesta
completely 0-simple subsemigroup of the corresponding M rM contain-j jy1
.ing U .a
< < n.  nj . If D is a field, then at level S rS we have A F and N s u ifj jy1 j
.N / B , but this is not true for arbitrary division rings D.
Note that the above yields an ideal chain in S whose factors are uniform
w xor nil. If D is a field or K S is left Noetherian, then this chain is finite
and the nil factors are nilpotent. More generally, a subsemigroup U of a
completely 0-simple semigroup V is called a uniform subsemigroup of V if
U intersects all nonzero H-classes of V every maximal subgroup G of the
Ãleast completely 0-simple subsemigroup U of V containing U is then
.generated by U l G .
The first lemma, though rather technical, is essential for our approach.
It allows us, in particular, to consider a skew linear semigroup with an
ideal uniform component I as a subsemigroup of a skew linear semigroup
Ãin which I is an ideal.
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a subsemigroup of M D , where D is a di¨ isionn
ring, and let I be a uniform component of S with a completely 0-simple closure
Ã Ã ÃI. If G is a maximal subgroup of I, then I is a uniform component of the
 .subsemigroup S of M D generated by S j G. Therefore, if j is the rank ofG n
Ã Ãmatrices in G, then I is an ideal of the Rees factor S s S rJ, whereG
  .  .2 .  44J s a g S GS N rank a - j or rank bac - j for all b, c g S j 1 .G G G
Ã  .In particular, if I is an ideal uniform component of S, then S : M D and ifn
Ã Ãadditionally S _ S : I, then S s S j I.j jy1
Ã ÃProof. Since G j I generates I, it is clear that I is contained in a
Ã uniform component U of S . Let a g I be nonzero the nonzero elementsG
Ã .of I are identified with a subset of S and let s g S. Then, since I is aG
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Ã Ã Ã Ãuniform subsemigroup of I, and thus I s II, there exist x g I and y g I
 .such that a s xy. Choose x9 g I such that x9H x in M D . Then as s xysn
and, if ys g S is a matrix of rank j, it follows that as H x9ys. Hence the
 .H-class of as in M D contains an element of S. The same holds for sa. An
similar argument shows that, if z g S is of rank j and is in the H-class ofG
an element of S, then for any s9 g S j G the elements s9z and zs9 also
 .are in the H-classes of M D intersected by S, whenever they are of rankn
j. Therefore, an induction on the length of the elements of S as words inG
S j G allows one to show that S and S intersect the same H-classes ofG
 .M D consisting of matrices of rank j. In view of the structure theoremn
Ã  .this implies that I intersects the same H-classes of M D as U.n
Ã ÃAssume that as is in the H-class of an element of I for some a g I and
Ãs g S. Choose e g I such that as s ase. Write e s xy for some x g I, y g
ÃI. The asx Ha9sx for an element a9 g E such that a9Ha. The structure
theorem for S implies that a9sx g I and, since sx and a9sx are in the same
Ã Ã Ã .L-class of M D , we must also have sx g I. Hence as s asxy g III : I.n
Ã Ã Ã ÃThis shows that IS l U : I and similarly one gets SI l U : I. Again by
Ãan induction argument, this implies that U s I is a uniform component of
Ã S . Since the matrices of rank j in S GS are contained in I j a gG G G
2 Ã . .  44S GS N rank bac - j, for all b, c g S j 1 , then I is an ideal ofG G G
ÃS s S rJ.G
ÃFinally, assume that I is an ideal uniform component of S. If a g I and
Ã s g S, then as, sa g I by an argument as above as g J would imply
.x9ys g J, hence ys g J l S and therefore ys s 0 and as s 0 . This allows
Ã 4one to show that J s 0 or J s B, so S s S. If additionally all matricesG
of rank j in S are contained in I, then all matrices of rank j in S areG
Ã Ã Ãcontained in I. Hence S _ I s S _ I and the result follows.
w x w xLEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a prime ideal of K S such that K S rQ is a left
Goldie ring. Then the following properties hold:
w x1. the image of S9 of S in K S rQ has a unique ideal uniform
Ãcomponent I. Furthermore, if I is the completely 0-simple closure of I, then$ Ã ÃS9s S9 j I is a semigroup in which I is an ideal;
X w x2. if s g S is such that its image s in K S rQ belongs to I and is
 4nonnilpotent, then the ring K T is a prime left Goldie ring, where T is the
 4cancellati¨ e semigroup s9S9s9 _ 0 ;
w x3. if K S9 is left Goldie, the T is a cancellati¨ e left Ore semigroup and0
Ãe¨ery maximal subgroup G of I is the group of left quotients of G l I.
 .  .Proof. 1 Let Q R be the classical ring of quotients of R scl
w x  .K S rQ. Since R is prime and nil subsemigroups of Q R are nilpotentcl
 w x.see, for example, 6, 17.20, 17.22 , the semigroup S9 has no nonzero nil
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ideals. Furthermore, for any nonzero ideals, I and I of S9 we have1 2
 4I I / 0 . Hence if the structure theorem for skew linear semigroups is1 2
 .applied to the subsemigroup S9 of Q R it follows that there exists acl
unique ideal uniform component I of S9 consisting of 0 if it is in S9 and
 . .the matrices in S9 : Q R of the least nonzero rank . The first part ofcl
the lemma now follows from Lemma 2.1.
 . w x w x X2 Replacing K S by K Sr; we may assume that S s S , so thatQ
 4s s s9 and K T s sRs. The hypothesis on s and the above description of I
 .  .imply that s is a unit in sQ R s. Suppose 0 / x g Rsr q ??? qRsr lcl 1 n
 4Rsr, for some r, r , . . . , r g sRs. Then, because R is prime, sRx / 0 .1 n
 .  4Therefore sRsr q ??? qsRsr l sRsr / 0 . Since by assumption R is left1 n
Goldie, this implies that sRs has finite left Goldie dimension.
 4  4Suppose that J, L are ideals of sRs such that JL s 0 . Then JsRsL s 0
 4  4  4  4implies that Js s 0 or sL s 0 . Thus J s 0 or L s 0 because s is a
 .unit in sQ R s. Therefore sRs is prime.cl
 .Since sRs is a subring of Q R it also satisfies the ascending chaincl
condition on left annihilators. It follows that sRs is a prime left Goldie
ring.
 . w x3 Assume that a, b g T. The hypothesis on K S9 implies that for0
 w x w x ny1. w x nsome n ) 1 we have K S9 s9ba q ??? qK S9 s9ba l K S9 s9ba /0 0 0
 i .0. Note that T is contained in a group and thus s9ba / 0. Hence
0 / cs9bak s ds9ban for some c, d g S9 and some k - n. Since I intersects
all H-classes of a completely 0-simple semigroup, there exists e g s9I such
that ecs9bak / 0. Then ecs9, eds9 g T and the cancellativity in T implies
that ecs9b s eds9banyk, so that Ta l Tb / B. It follows that T is a left
Ore semigroup.
ÃNote that, if G is a maximal subgroup of I, then there exists u g S such
that u9 g G l I, and thus u9 is not nilpotent. Hence we know that
 4  .U s u9S9u9 _ 0 is a left Ore semigroup. Since G l I = U = u9 G l I u9,
 .it is readily verified that then also u9 G l I u9 and G l I are left Ore
semigroups. Since G is generated by G l I, we obtain that G is the group
of left quotients of G l I.
ÃIn the next lemma we show that the completely 0-simple closure J of a
uniform component J of S can be viewed, in some cases, as a localization.
ÃWe say that the sandwich matrix P of J is invertible over the group ring
Ãw x  .K G if J + M G, r, r, P ,r - `, and P has an inverse in the matrix ring
 w x.M K G .r
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that J is a uniform subsemigroup of a completely
Ã w x0-simple semigroup J such that the sandwich matrix is in¨ertible o¨er K G
Ãand J l G satisfies the left Ore condition for e¨ery maximal subgroup G of J.
Ãw x w xThen K J is a left localization of K J .0 0
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Ã  .  w x.Proof. Write J s M G, r, r, P , with P invertible in M K G . Ther
Ã  .element of J with g g G at the i, j -entry, and zeroes elsewhere is
Ã Ã .denoted g, i, j . Let J be the set of nonzero elements of J that are ini j
Ãrow i and column j. Put J s J l J. We use the fact thati j i j
Ã y1J s J J ,1 j 1 i 1 j
Ã y1 Ãwhere J is a group from the first row. Indeed, p / 0, and J J s J1 i i1 1 i 1 i 1 i
by the hypothesis, so that
y1 y1 Ã ÃJ J = J J J = J J s J . ) .1 i 1 j 1 i 1 i 1 j 1 i 1 j 1 j
ÃIn particular, for every element y g J there exists u g J such that1 j 1 i
uy g J .1 j
w x  w x. w x View K J as a subset of M K G , see 15, Chap. 5 but they have0 r
.  y14different mutiplications of course . Define the subset C s s( P in
 w 4.M K G , where s runs over the set of diagonal matrices with entries in Gr
and ( is the ordinary matrix multiplication. Clearly C consists of invertible
Ãw x w xelements in K J . Let C9 consist of those elements of C that lie in K J0 0
 .when treated as elements of the latter algebra . It is enough to show that
Ã y1w xfor every matrix z g K J there exists c s s( P g C9 such that cz g0
w xK J . But cz s c( P ( z s s( z. So we need to find s such that s( z and0
y1 w xs( P are in K J . So for each 1 F q F r and for the finitely many0
y1 elements from the support of the qth rows of P and z we treat them as
Ãw x.  .elements of K J it is enough to find t s s s g, q, q g J such that t0 q
multiplies these elements into J.
For simplicitly assume that q s 1. So, given a finite set of elements
Ã .  .x s h , 1, j in J we need an element t s g, 1, 1 g J such thatk k k 11
 . Xt( x s gh , 1, j g J. But J J : J implies that replacing x by x sk k k 1 i 11 11 k k
a( x for any fixed a g J it is enough to find an element u g J suchk 11 1 i
that uxX g J for all k.k 1 jk
 .  .Existence of such u follows from * above * allows one first to find u
for the first of the elements xX and then adjust it step by step by leftk
multiplication by elements of J so that it works for all xX }as in the1 i k
.process of finding a common denominator for finitely many fractions . This
proves the lemma.
w x w xTHEOREM 2.4. Let K S be a principal left ideal ring. Then K S satisfies
a polynomial identity.
w xProof. By Noetherian induction, we may assume that K Sr; is PI for
every proper homomorphic image Sr; of S. Because the prime radical is
nilpotent and since there are only finitely many minimal prime ideals it is
then enough to consider the case where S s Sr; for a prime ideal Q ofQ
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w xK S . Considering S as a subsemigroup of the classical ring of quotients
 w x .Q K S rQ , Lemma 2.2 therefore implies that S has an ideal uniformcl
Ã  .component I with a completely 0-simple closure I s M G, X, Y, P such
Ã Ã  w x .that S s S j I is a subsemigroup of Q K S rQ . Furthermore, if wecl
Ãidentify G with a fixed maximal subgroup of I, then G is the group of left
Ã Ãquotients of G l I and I is an ideal of S. Note that for any column C of
Ã w x w xI, the set K C l I is a left ideal of the left Noetherian ring K S .0 0
Hence Y is a finite set.
w xTo prove the theorem it is now sufficient to show that K G is a PI
w xalgebra. Indeed suppose we know K G is PI. Then since Y is finite,
Ãw x w xProposition 20.6 in 15 yields that K I is PI. But, by our induction
Ã Ãw x w x w xhypothesis, K SrI s K SrI is PI as well. Therefore it follows that K S
is PI.
w xSo in the remainder of the proof we prove the claim that K G is PI.
w x w x  .First note that because of Lemma 2.2 and 15, Lemma 7.21 , K G is left
Noetherian. In particular G is finitely generated. Next we show that we
w xmay assume that K G is prime. Suppose the contrary; then G has a
 w x. w xnontrivial finite normal subgroup cf. 17, Theorem IV.2.10 . Since K G
is Noetherian, take a maximal finite normal subgroup N. Then the natural
group epimorphism G ª GrN determines a semigroup homomorphism
Ã  .from I s M G, X, Y, P to a completely 0-simple semigroup over GrN.
ÃThis then determines a congruence relation on I. Via the identity relation
Ã Ã Ãon S _ I we obtain a relation ; on S and thus on S. It is readily verified
that ; is a congruence relation. Hence we have a semigroup homomor-
phism S ª S s Sr;. Note that ; is not trivial. Indeed let 1 / n g N.N
Since G is the group of left quotients of S l G, there exist s, t g S l G
such that n s sy1 t, and thus sn s t. Therefore s;t, in particular ; is
w xnontrivial. Hence our inductive hypothesis implies that K S is PI. ItN
w xcontains K T for a subsemigroup T of S that generates GrN. There-N
w x w xfore Theorem 20.1 in 15 implies that K GrN is PI. Hence, Theorem
w xV.2.14 in 17 yields that GrN is finite-by-abelian-by-finite. Since G is
finitely generated this implies that G is abelian-by-finite. Hence, by
w x w xLemma V.1.11 in 17 , K G is PI; proving the claim. So, we indeed may
w xassume that K G is prime.
w x w xSince K G is prime, Lemma 7.21 in 15 shows the existence of a prime
w x w x  4 w x w xideal Q9 of K S such that Q9 l K G s 0 . Let w : K S ª K S rQ90 0 0
w xbe the natural epimorphism. Note that K S rQ9 is a left order in a simple0
 .Artinian ring, say M D . Suppose now first that ; is not trivial. Then,n Q9
w x w xby the induction hypothesis, K Sr; is a PI algebra. Hence K S rQ90 Q9 0
w x  4 w xis PI as well. Since Q9 l K G s 0 , the subring K G l S is also a PI
ring. Hence, because G is the group of left quotients of G l S, it follows
w x w xfrom 15, Theorem 20.1 that K G is PI; proving the claim. So, next we
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 .  .assume that ; is trivial, in particular S + S9 s w S : M D . Let JQ9 n
be the set of matrices of minimal rank in the cancellative semigroup
 .w G l S + G l S. Since we know that G is the group of left quotients of
 .G l S, the semigroup w G l S has a group of left quotients isomorphic
 .to G. Because J is an ideal of w G l S , the group G is isomorphic to the
group of left quotients of J. Let B / T 9 be the intersection of J with a
 .maximal subgroup of M D . Considering T 9 as a subsemigroup of then
 .appropriate completely 0-simple principal factor of M D , it is easilyn
verified that T 9 is a left ideal in a right ideal of J. Because one-sided ideals
of left Ore semigroups preserve left quotient groups, we obtain that T 9 has
 .a group of left quotients isomorphic to G. Clearly, the group G9 ; M Dn
generated by T 9 is its group of left quotients; in particular G9 + G. Let I9
 .be the uniform component of S9 : M D containing T 9. Suppose thatn
there exists a nonzero ideal L in S9 such that L l I9 s B or s 0 the
latter is possible if I9 is an ideal uniform component of S and 0 g
. w xS . Then, by the induction hypothesis, K S9rL is a PI algebra. Since0
w x w x w x wK T 9 : K S9rL , we therefore obtain that K T 9 is PI. Hence, by 15,0 0
x w x w xTheorem 20.1 , K G9 + K G is a PI algebra as well; again proving the
claim. So we may assume that I9 is the unique ideal uniform component of$ Ã  .S9. Lemma 2.1 allows us to construct the semigroup S9s S j I9 : M D ,n
Ãin which I9 is an ideal.
ÃNext we show that G9 is a maximal subgroup of I9. For this let s9 g T 9
 .  .  4and s g S l G with w s s s9. Since sSs : S l G j 0 , it follows that
 .  .  4  4s9S9s9 s w sSs : w S l G j 0 . Hence s9S9s9 : I9 j 0 , and thus by
  4.the definition of T 9, we obtain that s9S9s9 _ 0 : T 9. Let H be the
Ãmaximal subgroup of I9 containing s9. Since the group H is generated by
 .S9 l H, it is also generated by s9 S9 l H s9. Therefore H is as well
  4.  .generated by T 9 = s9S9s9 _ 0 = s9 S9 l H s9. Consequently, H s G9 is
the group of quotients of T 9. So we have shown that indeed G9 is a
Ã Ã  .maximal subgroup of I9. Hence I9 s M G9, X 9, Y 9, P9 , for some sets
< <X 9, Y 9 and sandwich matrix P9. As before Y 9 is finite. Put Y 9 s r.
w x w x  . y1 .Let « : K S9 ª K S be the isomorphism given by « s9 s w s9 g S0 0 $
w x  .for s9 g S9. Clearly, we have a homomorphism c : K S9 ª M D ex-0 n$
 .tending w (« and which is the identity of S9. We now show that ker c l
w x  4  . w xK G9 s 0 . Suppose that a g ker c l K G9 . Since G9 is the group of
w xleft quotients of T 9, there exists t g T 9 such that ta g K T 9 . Thus
 . w x  . w x  .ta g ker c l K T 9 s ker w (« l K T 9 . Because « T 9 : G l S, it
 .  . w x w x  4follows that « ta g ker w l K G l S s Q9 l K G l S s 0 . So ta
s 0 and thus a s 0, as desired.
Ãw x  w x .Put A s K I9 . Then A s M K G9 , X 9, Y 9, P9 is a Munn algebra over0
w x  w x.K G9 see, for example, 15 . So, if necessary, we consider the elements of
 . w x w xA as X 9 = Y 9 -matrices with entries in K G9 . Since K S9 is a principal
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Ã Ãw x w x w xleft ideal ring, K I9 s K S9 a for some a g K I9 . Because I9 s I9I90 0 0
w xwe obtain that A s AK I9 s Aa. This means that A ( P9( a s A, where0
( denotes the classical matrix multiplication. Hence B( P0( a0 s B, where
 .B s M K, X 9, Y 9, P0 is the image of A coming from the natural epimor-
w x < < < <phism K G9 ª K and a0 is the image of a. If Y 9 ) X 9 , then by Lemma
w x  .5.24 in 15 , a0( c s 0 for a nonzero Y 9 = X 9 -matrix c over K. Hence
 4B(c s B( P0( a0( c s 0 , which is of course impossible because B is the
 . < < < <set of all X 9 = Y 9 -matrices over K. Therefore r s Y 9 F X 9 . So let X 0
< <be a subset of X 9 with X 0 s r. Since Aa s A, there exists x g A such
 . that x( P9( a is the identity X 0 = Y 9 -matrix we impose an order on the
Ä.set Y 9 and also on X 0 . Then x can be chosen so that x g A, where the
latter is defined as the algebra of matrix type consisting of rows of A
Äindexed by X 0. The elements of A can be identified with those of
 w x.  .M K G9 . Viewing x in this way we therefore have x( P9( a s 1 inr
 w x. w x  w x.M K G9 . Since K G9 and thus M K G9 is Noetherian, both x andr r
 w x.  w x.P9( a are invertible in M K G9 , so that P9( a( x s 1 in M K G9 .r r
Moreover, for any y g A, we obtain y( P9( a( x s y, and thus a( x is a
right identity of A.
 .Let r A denote the right annihilator of A in A. Since A has a rightA
 .  4 identity, it is readily verified that r A s y g A N P9( y s 0 s y g A NA
4P9( y( P9 s 0 . Now the previous statement implies that
Ã w xw xK I9 ª M K G9 : y ¬ P9( y .0 r
$
 . w x  .is a ring epimorphism with kernel r A . Recall that c : K S9 ª M D isA 0 n$
 4the natural epimorphism. For any subset V of S9 we denote by K V the
 .  .subalgebra of M D generated by c V . The restriction of the map c ton
Ãw x  . w x  4A s K I9 is denoted by f. Because ker c l K G9 s 0 , Lemma 5.110
Ãw x  .  .  .  4in 15 implies that ker f : r A . Since r A is nilpotent and K I9 isA A
Ã  4  4  ..prime because K I9 : K I9 is a left order in M D , it follows thatn
 .  .r A s ker f . Hence, by making the necessary identification, we obtainA
the natural embeddings
Ã w x 4  4K I9 : K I9 s M K G9 : M D9 , . .r r
 . w xwhere D9 is the division ring of left and right quotients of K G9 . Note
 .  4that M D9 is the classical ring of left quotients of K I9 . But from ther
 .above we know that M D is also isomorphic to this ring of quotients.n
Hence r s n and D ( D9. In the remainder of the proof we also identify$Ã 4  4D with D9. Since K I9 is an ideal of the prime ring K S9 and since it has
a right identity, it follows that
$ Ã 4  4K S9 : K S9 s K I9 . 4
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Let e be the identity of G9. Then, under the previous isomorphisms,
Ãw x w x  w x.K G9 ( eK I9 e maps isomorphically onto eM K G9 e. Conjugating in0 r
 .M D we can assume that e is diagonal. But e is a rank one idempotent,r
 4so we can assume that e s e , where M s e N 1 F i, j F r is the stan-11 i j
 .dard set of matrix units in M D . Denote by D the set of scalar matricesr sc
 . w x   44  4in M D and put K G9 s d g D N de g K G9 . Now let R s K I9n sc sc
 4  4and let O s r g R N Mr : R and O s r g R N rM : R . Clearly O O :r l r l
w xR, and hence from 6, Theorem 10.15 it follows that
O O s O O l D e s M F .  .r l r l sc i j r
1Fi , jFr
and
2O O : O O , .r l l r
 w x.where F s O O l D . Because O O : R : M K G9 , we get that F sr l sc r l r
w xO O l K G9 . Moreover,r l sc
Ãw x w x 4 4F9 s O O l K G9 e : eK I9 e s K G9 ( K G9 , .scr l
w x  .  .and by 6, Theorem 10.15.3 , M D is a left localization of M F withr r
respect to the set of regular scalar matrices. Therefore we can choose an
Ã 4  4  4element z g F9 : K eI9e s K G9 which is regular in K G9 . Recall that
T 9 s I9 l G9. Then
2  4 2 2 2z O O l K T 9 z : z O O z : z O O O O z .l r l r r l r l
 4: zM F z : zF9z : F9 : K G9 . ) .  .r
Since G9 is a group of left quotients of T 9, the prime Noetherian ring
 4  4K G9 is a left localization of K T 9 . If h g T 9, then hO O h : O O ll r l r
 4  4K T 9 . But O O is a nonzero ideal of R, so O O l K T 9 is a nonzerol r l r
 4  4  4ideal of K T 9 . Thus K G9 is a left localization of O O l K T 9 . Thisl r
 4easily implies that every element of K G9 can be written as a fraction
y1 2  4. 2  4  .a b with a , b g z O O l K T 9 z and a regular in K G9 . From * itl r
 4  .therefore follows that K G9 is a left localization of F9. Thus M F hasr
 w x.M K G9 as a left localization. Thereforer
Ãw x  4O O s M F : M K G9 s K I9 .  .r l r r
Ã 4  4is a left localization. Since K S9 is an intermediate ring, K I9 is a left
Ã 4  4  w x.localization of K S9 . Hence K I9 ( M K G9 is a prime principal leftr
ideal ring. Proposition 1.1 therefore yields that G9 is cyclic. This completes
w x w xthe proof of the claim that K G ( K G9 is a PI ring; and hence finishes
the proof of the theorem.
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We derive some consequences of the theorem and of its proof.
w xCOROLLARY 2.5. If K S is a principal left ideal ring, then S is finitely
w x  .generated and K S embeds into a matrix ring M F o¨er a field extension Fn
of K. In particular, S is a linear semigroup. The groups associated to S are
either finite or finite-by-infinite cyclic.
w x w xProof. By 15, Theorem 19.14 , K S is finitely generated because it is a
w xleft Noetherian PI-algebra. A theorem of Anan'in 1 implies that a finitely
generated left Noetherian PI-algebra embeds into a matrix ring over a
 .finitely generated commutative algebra A. A classical result of Malcev
w x13 then implies that A embeds into matrices over a field. This proves the
first part of the result.
To prove the second part, let H be a maximal subgroup of the
 .semigroup M F that satisfies S l H / B. We have to show that S l Hn
has a group of fractions that is either finite or finite-by-infinite cyclic. So, it
is enough to prove this for every cancellative subsemigroup T of S. By
Noetherian induction we may assume that cancellative subsemigroups of
every proper homomorphic image of S have this property. Fix some T.
Then we may assume that every nonzero ideal of S intersects T. The
 .structure theorem for S viewed as a linear semigroup implies that S has
a unique ideal uniform component I. It is easy to see that T l I is
Ã wcontained in a maximal subgroup of I because by Theorem 2.4 and 15,
xLemma 7.1 it satisfies the right and left Ore conditions. Since the group of
quotients of T l I is isomorphic to the group of quotients of T , it is
Ãenough to show that the maximal subgroup G of I is of the desired type.
w xWe continue as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, showing that K G is
Noetherian. Next, factoring by the congruence determined by a maximal
w xfinite normal subgroup N of G allows us to assume that K G is prime.
w xThe proof of Theorem 2.4 shows then that K G is a prime principal left
ideal ring and G is cyclic. The result follows.
w xRemark 2.6. Assume that K S is a principal left ideal ring. Let I be a
Ã .uniform component of S treated as a linear semigroup . If I is a ``square''
completely 0-simple semigroup, then, since one-sided invertible elements
 w x.of the Noetherian ring M K G are invertible, it follows as in the proofr
 w x.of Theorem 2.4 that the sandwich matrix P is invertible in M K G .r
ÃFirst, one has to use Lemma 2.1 in order to construct the semigroup S, in
Ã .which I is an ideal, but a reduction to the prime case is not needed.
Ãw x  w x.Consequently, we obtain that K I ( M K G . In particular, if S s I0 r
 .for example, if S is a completely 0-simple semigroup , then the above
w xapplies, because the fact that K S has an identity implies that the0
number of ``rows'' of S is the same as the number of ``columns'' of S via
w x.an argument as in 15, Corollary 5.26 .
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w xCOROLLARY 2.7. If K S is a principal left ideal ring, then the
w xGelfand]Kirillo¨ dimension of K S is equal to its classical Krull dimension
and it is 0 or 1. In the former case S is finite. Moreo¨er, e¨ery prime Artinian
w xhomomorphic image of K S is finite dimensional o¨er K.
Proof. Because of Corollary 2.5, S is finitely generated and so GK
 w x. w xK S s 0 if and only if S if finite. Let N be the prime radical of K S .
w x w xFrom 14, Theorem 13.6.15 it follows in view of Theorem 2.4 that K S rN
w xis also right Noetherian. Therefore, 18, Lemma 4.2 implies that the
w x w xclassical Krull dimension of K S is at most 1. Corollary 10.16 in 12
asserts that the Gelfand]Kirillov and the classical Krull dimensions of a
 . w xright and left Noetherian PI-algebra are equal. Hence, for K S rN they
w x w xare equal to 0 or 1. But K S rN is a finite module over its centre 20 .
w x  w x.  w x .Hence, by Lemma 10.13 in 12 , GK K S s GK K S rN . Finally,
w x w xsuppose that Q is a prime ideal of K S such that K S rQ is Artinian.
 w x .  w x . w xThen GK K S rQ s cl Kdim K S rQ s 0 implies that K S rQ is
finite dimensional over K because it is finitely generated.
3. FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE
w xOur next aim is to describe finite dimensional semigroup algebras K S
that are principal left ideal rings. Therefore S is a finite semigroup
throughout this section. Recall that a finite dimensional algebra that is a
wprincipal left ideal ring must also be a principal right ideal ring 5,
xTheorem IX.4.1 . Moreover, we can write
w xK S s R [ ??? [ R ,0 1 m
where each R is a matrix ring over a chain ring. The rings R have ai i
unique maximal ideal, say M , and every other ideal is of the type M k, fori i
some k. Furthermore, R rM is a matrix ring over a division algebra andi i
M s R m s m R for some m g M . The identity of each R is denotedi i i i i i i i
by e .i
We show that such an S has an ideal chain whose factors are of a very
special type and they lead to a direct product decomposition of the algebra
w xK S . Therefore, first we deal with finite semigroups that occur as factors
of this chain.
So let us fix some notation. Let S be a finite semigroup with a nilpotent
ideal N such that SrN is completely 0-simple. We allow the case N s B,
w xputting SrN s S in this case. If K S is a principal ideal ring, then by
 .Remark 2.6, SrN ( M G, n, n, P , where the sandwich matrix P is invert-
w xible over K G . We start with the case n s 1, assuming in the next four
w xlemmas that K S is a principal ideal ring.
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume that n s 1, so that S s G j N. If e is a central
w x  .idempotent in K S , then supp e : SrN.0
w xProof. Let e g K S be a central idempotent. Write0
e s t q n ,
 .  .where supp t : G s S _ N and supp n : N. We have to prove that
n s 0. Since central idempotents of each R are trivial, te q ne s e ori i i i
 .  2 .te q ne s 0. Now, since N is an ideal and supp t , supp t : G, thei i
equality
t q n s e s e2 s t 2 q nt q tn q n2
implies that t 2 s t. Hence, if te q ne s 0, theni i
l l lte s te s yne s yn e , .  .  .i i i i
for any l ) 0. So it follows in this case that te s 0, and thus ne s 0. Oni i
 .the other hand e s te q ne implies te s e 1 y n is an invertible ele-i i i i i
ment in R , and it is idempotent. Thus te s e and again ne s 0. Conse-i i i i
quently, since i was arbitrary, we must indeed have n s 0.
w xLEMMA 3.2. If n s 1, that is, S _ N s G is a group, then e g K S is a0
w x w xcentral idempotent if and only if e g K G is a central idempotent in K G . In
particular S is a monoid with identity the identity element of G.
w xProof. Suppose e is a central idempotent in K S . Then by Lemma0
w x w x3.1, e g K G . Conversely, assume e is a central idempotent in K G . As
w x w x w x w x w xK G ( K S rK N s R rK N e [ ??? [ R rK N e , the group al-0 0 1 0 1 m 0 m
w x w xgebra K G has precisely as many primitive central idempotents as K S .0
So these must be e , . . . , e . It follows that e s e q ??? qe , for some1 m 1 l
w xl F m. Thus e is central in K S .0
To prove the last claim: let e be the identity of G. As before, e is the
w xsum of all primitive central idempotents of K S . Hence e is the identity0
w xof K S , and thus S is a monoid with identity the element e.0
 4LEMMA 3.3. Let p be the characteristic of K. If S _ N s G and N / u ,
< < w xB, then either p s 0 or p ¦ G . That is, K G is semisimple Artinian.
Proof. Clearly we only have to deal with the case p ) 0. From Proposi-
tion 1.1 we know that G has a normal subgroup H such that GrH is a
cyclic p-group and H is a p9-group. We have to prove G s H.
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It is well known, and easily verified, that
1ÃH s h< <H hgH
w xis a central idempotent of K G . Hence by Lemma 3.2, e is a central
Ã Ãw xidempotent of K S . In particular, Hs s sH for any s g S. Consequently,0
Ã Ã .  . for any s g S, we obtain that supp Hs s supp sH . Let L s h g H N hss
4s s . Then L is a subgroup of H, so it is a p9-group. Therefores
Ã Ã .  .supp Hs s Hs. Similarly supp sH s sH, so that we come to
 4  4Hs s hs N h g H s sh N h g H s sH .
Note that Hs s H if h g H. It follows as with the classical arguments in
group theory that
 4SrH s sH N s g S
 . .is a monoid for the multiplication sH tH s stH, where s, t g S. Hence
w x w x w xwe also have a natural ring epimorphism K S ª K SrH . So K SrH is0 0 0
a principal ideal ring as well. So to prove the result we may replace S by
SrH and we thus have to prove that G is trivial.
Suppose the contrary. Since G is a cyclic p-group, say with generator g,
w xthe group algebra K G has a nilpotent unique maximal ideal, namely
 . w x w x1 y g K G . Hence K G has only trivial central idempotent. Thus, by
w xLemma 3.2, K S has only trivial central idempotents. Consequently0
w xK S is a matrix ring over a chain ring which has finite dimension over K.0
w x w xNow let W be the ideal of K S generated by the element 1 y g g K G ,0
w x w xand let V s K N . Clearly W ­ V. So V : W. Hence K S rW (0 0
w x w x . w xK G r K G 1 y g ( K. So W is the unique maximal ideal of K S .0
Therefore V s W l for some l ) 0 and there exists t G l such that W t / 0
tq1 w xand W s 0. Choose a g K S such that0
t w x0 / a s a 1 y g a 1 y g ??? a 1 y g a g W : K N . .  .  .1 2 t tq1 0
 .Since 1 y g g W, we can assume that supp a g G for all i. But thisi
means that
supp a : G l N s B, .
a contradiction. So we have shown that indeed G is trivial.
 4 < <LEMMA 3.4. If S _ N s G, N / B, u , and p ¦ G , then there exists
k ky1  4t g S such that t s u , S s G j Gt j ??? Gt j u , and Gt s tG.
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Ã  < <.Proof. As in Lemma 3.3, G s 1r G  g is a central idempotentg g G
w xof K S and hence we have a natural epimorphism0
w x w xK S ª K SrG .0 0
w xAlso as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, K SrG is a local principal ideal ring,0
in particular its ideals, and thus the ideals of the semigroup T s SrG are
linearly ordered. Let M be the maximal nilpotent ideal of T. So T _ M s
 4  4e , the identity. Note that if M s u , then the result is obvious. So
< <assume M ) 1. Let k ) 1 be such that
2 k  4M > M > ??? > M s u
ky1  4 2and M / u . Then, for any t g M _ M ,
2  4TtT _ M s t .
2  4Since ideals are ordered, it follows that M _ M s t , for some t g T.
i iq1  i4Clearly this yields that M _ M s t , for any 0 - i - k. Since, more-
over, Gs s sG, for any s g S, the result follows.
We are now in a position to describe principal ideal rings of semigroups
of the type S s G j N with N / u , B.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let K be a field of characteristic p, and let S be a finite
semigroup such that S s G j N, for some subgroup G of S and some finite
w xnonzero nilpotent ideal N of S. Then K S is a principal ideal ring if and only
if the following conditions are satisfied:
< <1. either p s 0 or p ¦ G ;
2. there exist t g S and k ) 0 such that t k s u , Gt s tG, and S s
D Gt i.0 F iF k
w x 3. central idempotents of K G commute with t that is, they are central
w x.in K S .
w xProof. Assume K S is a principal ideal ring. Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4
prove that the listed conditions are necessary.
w xConversely, assume the three conditions are satisfied. Since K G is
w xsemisimple Artinian, write K G s A [ ??? [ A , where each A is a1 m i
simple ring. Then, by the assumptions
w x w xA s a g K G N a t s 0 s a g K G N ta s 0 4  4
w xis a ideal of K G . Then we may write A s A [ ??? [ A , with l - m. Let1 l
w x w xB s A [ ??? [ A . Since t is a normalizing element, i.e., K S t s tK S ,lq1 m
if follows that for every 0 / b g B there exists a unique b9 g B such that
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bt s tb9 / 0. Furthermore, for every 0 / b g B there exists a unique
b9 g B so that tb s b9t / 0. Clearly the mapping s : B ª B : b ¬ b9 is an
algebra homomorphism, which therefore is an automorphism. Hence it is
readily verified that
w x ky1K S s A [ B q Bt q ??? qBt q Bu . .
w xSince, by assumption, central idempotents of K G commute with t, the
automorphism s fixes all central idempotents. We thus obtain
w x ky1K S s A [ [ B , where B s Be q Bet q ??? qBet q Bu .e e e
is a subring and the sum runs over the set of all primitive central
idempotents of B. Therefore if k denotes the minimal power of t thate
annihilates Be, then we get
w x w x k eK S ( A [ Be X , s r X . . .[0 e
w x w x w xTheorem II.3.1 in 10 implies that K S , and thus also K S , is a0
principal ideal ring.
We note that the method of the proof of the proposition above shows
 .that the following class of possibly infinite monoids T also leads to
w x principal right and left ideal rings K T the only difference being that
w x .blocks of the form Be X, s also can occur . These monoids will show up
in the main theorem of the next section.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Assume that H is a finite group whose order is not di¨ isible
by the characteristic of K. Let T be a monoid with group of units H such that
T s D Hx i for some x g T , and either this union is disjoint or x n s uiF 0
for some n G 1. Assume also that Hx i s x iH for e¨ery i G 1 and the central
w x w xidempotents of K H commute with x. Then K T is a principal ideal ring.
 .Note that the case where x is not nilpotent extends the construction of 2 b in
Proposition 1.2, while the other case co¨ers that of proposition 3.5.
So we now deal with the general case, that is, n G 1 or equivalently
S _ N is not necessarily a group. We need some background concerning
matrices.
w x w xPROPOSITION 3.7. 10, Proposition 1.1, p. 36 or 9, Theorem 1, p. 55 .
 .  .If R is a ring with identity and P R is its prime radical, then RrP R (
 .  .M A for a ring A implies there exists a ring A such that R ( M A andn n
 .ArP A ( A.
A word about the proof. The proof is as that of Theorem 1, page 55, in
w x9 . From this proof one can recover a bit more information. If e s
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e q ??? qe is a sum of orthogonal idempotents in R such that their1 k
 . natural images e form a part of a set of matrix units E in RrP R thati i j
.  w x.is, e s E for 1 F l F k , then as shown in Proposition 5, page 54, in 9 ,l l l
there exist matrix units e g R, 1 F i, j F n, such that e s e and e s Ei j i i i i i i i
 .for 1 F i F k, It follows that R is a matrix ring M A , where A ( e Re .n 1 1
w xPROPOSITION 3.8. 5, Proposition III.4.1, p. 55 . Let 1 s e q ??? qe s1 n
f q ??? qf be two orthogonal decompositions of the identity of a finite1 m
dimensional algebra A with minimal idempotents e and f . Then n s m andi j
there is an in¨ertible element a g A such that, up to a suitable reindexing,
f s ae ay1 for all i.i i
 .Let us go back to our original notation. In particular SrN ( M G, n, n, P
w xfor a nilpotent ideal N, or N s B, and we assume that K S is a princi-
w xpal ideal ring. We know that P is invertible and therefore K SrN (
 w x.M K G .n
Let e be an idempotent in S, that is, e belongs to a maximal subgroup G
 .of V s S _ N. Using some normalization we may identity e with e, 1, 1 ,
when the former is treated as an element of SrN. We can write e s
w xe q ??? qe , a sum of orthogonal minimal idempotents of K G . Let w1 k
w x w x  w x.denote the natural epimorphism from K S to K S rP K S . Then0 0 0
 .idempotents w e are nonzero orthogonal idempotents and minimal in thei
w x  w x.semisimple algebra K S rP K S . Hence we can extend this set to a0 0
complete set of orthogonal idempotents of this quotient ring. Because of
Proposition 3.7 and its proof, there exists a finite set of orthogonal
w xidempotents of K S , projecting onto the respective idempotents in the0
quotient algebra, and with sum 1 and of which e , . . . , e form a subset.1 k
Hence by Proposition 3.8, we get that each e can be considered as ai
diagonal matrix unit E in some direct factor of the characterizationi i
w xtheorem. It follows that eK S e is a direct product of matrix rings over0
w xlocal algebras with principal radical. Hence eK S e is a principal ideal0
 4ring. Therefore either G s eSe _ u is a group satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 1.1 or eSe has a nonzero nilpotent ideal and eSe satisfies the
conditions of Proposition 3.5.
w xLet s g S, s / u . Then s s 1s in K S implies that s g Ss. Therefore0
s g Sr s for every r G 1. Since N is nilpotent, it follows that s g VS and
consequently S s VS. A symmetric argument shows then that S s VSV.
 .  .Choose elements a s g , i, 1 g V and a s h , 1 j g V for i, j si1 i 1 j j
 .1, . . . , n V is identified with the set of nonzero elements of SrN here .
Then
S s VSV s a Sa s a eSeaD Di1 1 j i1 1 j
i , js1, . . . , n i , js1, . . . , n
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 .  .because Sr N is completely 0-simple. Define the n = n -matrix Q s qji
 .over eSe by q s a a . Let M s M eSe, n, n, Q be the correspondingji 1 j i1
semigroup of matrix type over the monoid eSe.
 ..Let c : M ª S be the map given by c x, i, j s a xa for x g eSe. Iti1 1 j
 .is easy to see that c is a homomorphism and c M s S.
w x  w x.  w x  w x..We know that K S rP K S ( M K G r P K G , hence Proposi-0 0 n
w x  . w xtion 3.7 implies that K S ( M A , where A ( eK S e. Comparing the0 n 0
dimensions we come to
< < 2 2 < < < <w x w x 4  4  4S _ u s dim K S s n dim K eSe s n eSe _ u s M _ u .0 0
Therefore we must have M ( S.
w xFinally, the matrix Q is invertible over K eSe because otherwise it is a0
w xzero divisor, contradicting the fact that K S has an identity.0
We have shown therefore half of the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let K be a field of characteristic p, and let S be a finite
semigroup and N a nilpotent ideal, or N s B, such that SrN is completely
w x0-simple. Then K S is a principal ideal ring if and only if one of the following0
conditions is satisfied
 .1. S ( M G, n, n, Q for a finite group G satisfying the conditon of
w xPropositon 1.1 and for a sandwich matrix Q that is in¨ertible o¨er K G ;
 .2. S ( M T , n, n, Q for a monoid T satisfying the conditions of Propo-
w xsition 3.5 and for a sandwich matrix Q that is in¨ertible o¨er K T .0
Proof. The necessity of the four conditions has been shown before the
statement of the proposition.
w x  w x.For the converse, note that the conditions imply that K S ( M K G0 n
 w x.or M K T , which in both cases is a principal ideal ring.n 0
We are now ready for the main result of this section. Together with
Proposition 3.9 it describes all finite dimensional principal ideal rings
w xK S .
w xTHEOREM 3.10. Let S be a finite semigroup. Then K S is a principal
ideal ring if and only if S has a chain of ideals I : I : ??? : I s S such1 2 r
that I and e¨ery factor I r I is of the type described in Proposition 3.9.1 j jy1
w xProof. The sufficiency is clear}just note that K I is a principal0 1
w xideal ring that is an ideal of K S ; hence it is a ring direct summand and0
w x w xan induction shows that K S is the direct product of the rings K I and0 0 1
w xK I r I , j s 2, . . . , r.0 j jy1
w xHence, assume that K S is a principal ideal ring. Choose a nonzero
idempotent e g S that is minimal with respect to the J-order in S. Let
I s SeS. Then either S has a nilpotent ideal N : I such that U s IrN is
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completely 0-simple or I itself is completely 0-simple. In the latter case we
can assume that N s u , adjoining the zero element to S if necessary. To
w xcomplete the proof by induction it is enough to show that K I has an0
identity element, because then the assertion of Proposition 3.9 can be
used.
w xLet e , . . . , e be the primitive central idempotents of K S such that1 k 0
w x  4 w xA s K I e / 0 . From the structure of the direct summands K S e iti 0 i 0 i
 4 w xfollows that every idempotent ideal of A is either 0 or A . Since K I isi i 0
w xidempotent, if follows that K I has an identity. Therefore it is a principal0
w xideal ring as a direct summand of K S . If we take I s I , the assertion0 1
w xfollows by an induction argument on K SrI .0
4. PRINCIPAL IDEAL RINGS
w xIn this section we deal with arbitrary semigroup algebras K S that are
 .principal left and right ideal rings. Generalising the finite dimensional
case settled in Theorem 3.10, we show that such algebras are built of
blocks that are semigroup algebras of a very special type. Moreover, the
blocks come from an ideal chain in S. The techniques developed allow us
w xalso to describe semiprime algebras K S that are principal left ideal rings.
We start with some general observations on the prime homomorphic
w ximages C of a principal left ideal ring K S . We use the fact that such a C0
is a finitely generated PI algebra of classical Krull dimension 0 or 1 see
.Section 2 . First, we claim that, if an ideal J of C is idempotent, then
2 weither J s 0 or J s C, Let J s Ca, Then CaCa s Ca by 10, Proposition
x 2II.4.4 , so that J s Ca s Ja. Therefore ba s a for some b g J. Thus
bax s ax for all x g C and consequently b is a left identity of J. There-
fore it is an identity of J because C is prime, which proves the claim.
Second, if J is a nonzero ideal of C, then CrJ is of finite dimension over
K. Indeed, since C is a finitely generated prime PI algebra of classical
Krull dimension 0 or 1, the classical Krull dimension of CrJ is 0. Hence
 .  .  .GK CrJ s cl K dim CrJ s 0 see the proof of Corollary 2.7 , and the
claim follows.
THEOREM 4.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
w x  .1. K S is a principal left and right ideal ring;
2. there exists an ideal chain
I ; ??? ; I s S1 t
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 .such that I and e¨ery factor I r I is of the form M T , n, n, P for an1 j jy1
w xin¨ertible o¨er K T sandwich matrix P, and one of the following conditions0
holds:
 .a T is a group of the type described in Proposition 1.1;
 .b T is a monoid of the type described in Example 3.6.
If the equi¨ alent conditions are satisfied it follows that
w x w x w x w xK S ( K I [ K I r I [ ??? [ K I r I .0 0 1 0 2 1 0 t ty1
w xMoreo¨er, K S is a finite module o¨er its centre, which is finitely generated.
Proof. Adjoining a zero element to S, if necessary, we can assume that
 . w xu g S. Assume that 1 holds. From 14, Corollary 4.1.9 we know that
w xK S ( R s B [ A for a semiprime ring B and an Artinian ring A. By0
Corollary 2.7, A is finite dimensional over K.
w x w xFrom 14, Theorem 3.4.9; 5, Theorem IX.4.1 we obtain that K S (0
R [ ??? [ R , where each R is either a prime principal ideal ring or a1 m i
matrix ring over a local chain ring which has finite dimension over K.
We shall proceed by Noetherian induction. Hence, we may assume that
 .every proper Rees factor SrI satisfies assertion 2 .
w xIf S has no nonzero proper ideals, then it is 0-simple because K S has0
w xan identity. Hence S must be completely 0-simple because K S is left0
w xNoetherian; cf. 15, Proposition 12.1 . As in the proof of Theorem 2.4 one
shows that the number of columns of S does not exceed the number of
rows. A symmetric argument shows that that number of columns equals
 .the number of rows. Therefore, by Remark 2.6, S ( M G, n, n, Q for a
 w x. w xgroup G and a matrix Q that is invertible in M K G . Then K S (n 0
 w x.M K G and the assertion follows from Proposition 1.1.n
Thus, assume S is not 0-simple. Then, for every nonzero ideal I, SrI
satisfies the induction hypothesis. In particular, it has nonzero idempo-
w xtents. Let e g S be a nonzero idempotent. Then K SeS is an idempotent0
w xideal of K S . The remark preceding the theorem implies that the0
projection of this ideal onto every prime component R has an identity.i
From the structure of other components R it follows that the same is truei
w xfor the remaining projections. Therefore K SeS has an identity. Hence it0
w x w x w xis a ring direct summand and K S ( K SeS [ K SrSeS . But S has0 0 0
w xonly finitely many T-classes with idempotents because K S is left0
w xNoetherian 15, Corollary 12.2 . So induction allows one to consider only
the case where S s SeS has only one T-class containing idempotents.




M > M 2 > M 3 > ???
are strict inclusions provided that M is not nilpotent. Suppose M r s
rq1 r  r .2 w r xM / u for some r. Then M s M . As above, we see that K M0
has an identity, so it is a principal ideal ring and again we conclude that
M r has nonzero idempotents. This contradiction proves the claim.
i rLet M s F M . Then we have two cases: either M s u for someiG1
r ) 1 or MrM is infinite. Consider the former case first. Then M is finite
w xbecause K M must be contained in the finite dimensional algebra A.0
Let U s SrM. First, we claim that U is finite. Suppose the contrary. Then
 .U is a completely 0-simple semigroup over an infinite group, as in a in
w xthe formulation of the theorem. It is readily verified that K U (0
 w x.w y1 xM K H x, x s , where H is some finite subgroup of U. Consider an
w x w xpreimage X of x in K S . Because of Corollaries 4.1.4 and 4.1.9 in 14 ,0
w xany K-linear combination of powers of X is regular in K S , because its0
w x iimage is regular in K U . Let u / n g M. Since the elements X n g0
w x  .K M , i G 1, are K-linearly dependent, we obtain that f X n s 0 for0
 .some nonzero polynomial f X in X. Hence n s u , a contradiction. This
proves that indeed U is finite. Therefore S is finite and the desired form of
S follows from Proposition 3.9.
Thus, consider the second case, namely that M r M is infinite. If
i iw x  . w xa g Z s F K M , then supp a : M for all i G 1, so a g K M .i 0 0
w x w x w xHence Z s K M . Let K M s J [ ??? [ J and K M s J [ ??? [0 0 1 m 0 1
J for some ideals J , J of R , j s 1, . . . , m. Choose j such that J r J is ofm j j j j j
infinite dimension over K. Therefore so is R r J . As noted above, fromj j
the structure of R it follows that all proper homomorphic images of Rj j
are finite dimensional. Therefore we must have J s 0. On the other hand,j
if J r J is finite dimensional, then a power of J is idempotent, so we mustj j j
w xhave J s J s R or J s 0. Thus, the above implies that K M s Rj j j j 0 i1
[ . . . [ R for some i , . . . , i . Hence, it has an identity and therefore Mi 1 qq
has nonzero idempotents if M / u . Therefore we must have M s u .
 .We know that SrM ( M H, n, n, P for a group H and an invertible
 .matrix P because SrM is completely 0-simple . We may assume that e
 . icorresponds to the element 1, 1, 1 g SrM. Note that SrM has a nilpo-
tent ideal MrM i. The previous case applied to SrM i, i ) 1, implies that
this semigroup is finite it has a nonzero nilpotent ideal and only one
.T-class of S containing idempotents . In particular, H is a finite group.
Moreover, for every i G 1, the semigroup SrM i is of the type described in
 . ib of the formulation of the theorem. In particular, we have SrM (
 .M T , n , n , P for a monoid T s H j N , where H is the group of units,i i i i i i i i
w xand for an invertible over K T matrix P .0 i i
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For every i G 1 we have natural homomorphisms
c : SrM iq1 ª SrM i and a :S ª SrM i.iq1 i
 .We shall identify the elements e and a e , i s 1, 2, . . . . Since the kerneli
 iq1.of c is nilpotent, the unit group H of e SrM e maps isomorphi-iq1 iq1
 i.cally onto the unit group H of e SrM e under c . Therefore we mayi iq1
 .identify H and all H , i G 1. Consider the image S s M H , n , n , P ofi i i i i i
i 0SrM coming from the natural map T ª H . Since P is invertible, P isi i i i
w xinvertible over K H . Therefore, S is completely 0-simple and clearly thisi i
i is the largest completely 0-simple homomorphic image of SrM because
.the kernel is nilpotent . Hence we must have SrM ( S , and consequentlyi
n s n for i G 1.i
If s g S, s / u , then s g M i _ M iq1 for some i or s g S _ M. Hence
s s gsf for some g, f g V s S _ M. It follows that
S s VSV s D q eSeqk , j k1 1 j
where the elements q g V, k, j s 1, . . . , n, are chosen so that q sk j k1
 .  .h , k, 1 and q s g , 1, j , when V is identified with the set of nonzerok 1 j j
 .elements of SrM. This can be done so that q s 1. Define the n = n -11
 .  .matrix Q s q by q s q q g eSe. Let M s M eSe, n, n, Q be thejk jk 1 j k1
corresponding semigroup of matrix type over eSe.
 .Let d : M ª S : z, k, j ¬ q zq , for z g eSe. It is easy to see that d isk1 1 j
 .a homomorphism and that d M s S. Clearly we have the natural epimor-
  .  ..  .   ..phisms d : M ª M s M a eSe , n, n, a Q with a Q s a q . Fromi i i i i i jk
Proposition 3.9 we know that the following diagram is commutative:
d
M ª S
x d i x
(
M ª a S .i i
It then follows easily that d is injective. Hence M ( S.
w x  w x .Now, K S is isomorphic to the Munn algebra M K eSe , n, n, Q and0 0
it has an identity. Hence Q( A s I, the identity matrix, for some A g
 w x .  w x.M K eSe , n, n, Q . Therefore Q is invertible in M K eSe .0 n 0
 4It remains to show that T s eSe _ u is a semigroup of the desired type
 .  2 .}as in Example 3.6. Choose x s z, 1, 1, g eSe l M _ M . First, note
 .  i iq1. ithat T s eSe _ M j D eM e _ M . Therefore T s D Hx . Fromi iG 0
Proposition 3.9 applied to SrM i it follows that central idempotents of
w x w xK H are central in K G , the order of H is not divisible by the
characteristic of K, and Hx i s x iH for every i G 1. This completes the
 .proof of 2 .
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 . w x w xIf 2 holds, then each K I rI is an ideal of K SrI and it has an0 j jy1 0 jy1
w x w x w xidentity element. Hence, the decomposition K S ( K I [ K I rI0 0 1 0 2 1
w x w x[ ??? [ K I rI follows and K S must be a principal ideal ring.0 t tyq
The last assertion can be easily derived directly from the structure of the
w xsemigroup rings K I rI . One can prove this also in a different way as0 j jy1
follows. Since a finitely generated semiprime algebra R of GK-dimension
w x w x1 must be a finite module over its centre 20 , it follows that K S is a
finite module over its centre. The centre must be finitely generated
w x  . wbecause K S is finitely generated by Corollary 2.5 and Noetherian 14,
xLemma 13.9.10 .
It may be checked that each of the semigroups I , I rI , yielding the1 j jy1
 X .structural blocks in the above theorem, is of the form M T , n, n, Q ,
where T X is a homomorphic image of a cancellative monoid T satisfying
the conditions of Proposition 1.2. If T is not a group, one of the conditions
w xfor K T to be of such a type is that the central idempotents of the
w x w xsemisimple ring K H be central in K T , where H is a finite subgroup of
i w x T s D Hx . If K H is split that is, a direct product of matrix ringsiG 0
. w xover K this means that the centre of K H is contained in the centre of
w xK G , where G is the group of quotients of S. Therefore, this condition
can be given an intrinsic formulation in terms of S only: the S-conjugacy
class of every element of h of H coincides with the conjugacy class of h in
 .H. We note that the formally stronger condition that S s HC h forS
w x wh g H implies that our K S is an Azumaya algebra; cf. 15, Theorem
x25.10 . On the other hand, it is easy to see that the condition discussed
depends on the field K. For example, consider the case where H is the
cyclic group of order p and x acts on H via a nontrivial automorphism.
w x w xThen Q T is a principal ideal ring, but K T is not for every field
w xextension K > Q such that K H is split.
Since Theorem 4.1 and also the next theorem rely on the knowledge of
primitive central idempotents of a semisimple Artinian group algebra, it is
worth recalling a description of these idempotents, at least in the case in
which the field K has characteristic zero. So let G be a finite group and F
w x w xa splitting field for K G . Then the primitive central idempotents of F G
are the elements of the form
< <y1 y1e s z 1 G z x x , .  .z
xgG
where z runs through the set of irreducible F-characters of G see, for
w x.example, 3 . Now let G be the Galois group of F over K. Then G acts on
the set of idempotents of the form e . Hence the set of primitive centralz
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w xidempotents of K G consists of the elements of the form
e , z
zgO
 4where e N z g O is an orbit for the above action.z
Out last aim is to give a complete description of semiprime principal left
w xideal rings K S and of the underlying semigroups S. It turns out that the
inverse limit approach used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 also works in this
case.
w xTHEOREM 4.2. Let S be a semigroup and K a field. Then K S is a
semiprime principal left ideal ring if and only if there exists an ideal chain
I ; ??? ; I s S1 t
 .such that I and e¨ery factor I rI is of the form M T , n, n, P for an1 j jy1
w xin¨ertible o¨er K T sandwich matrix P and a monoid T such that0
1. either T is an infinite group as in Proposition 1.1,
2. or T s D Hx i is of the type described in Example 3.6 and such thati
w x w xfor e¨ery primiti¨ e central idempotent e g K H , either K H ex s 0 or
w x iK H ex / 0 for all i G 1.
w xMoreo¨er, if the equi¨ alent conditions are satisfied, then K S is a principal
right ideal ring.
w x  w x.Proof. One implication is obvious as K S ( M K T , if P is invert-0 n 0
 w x. w xible in M K T and each of the rings K T is easily seen to ben 0 0
w x w x semiprime because the blocks K H e x, s are semiprime see Example
.3.6 .
w xFor the converse, assume R s K S is a semiprime principal left ideal0
ring. We use the fact that R s R [ ??? [ R for some prime rings R1 m i
w x10, Theorem II.2.1 . Therefore, using the comments preceding Theorem
4.1 and the arguments used in this proof, we see that it is enough to
consider the case where S s SeS for an idempotent e g S, and the ideal
M of nongenerators of the ideal SeS has no nonzero idempotents. More-
i  4  .over F M s u or B. If M s u or M s B, then S ( M G, X, Y, QiG1
is completely 0-simple. Remark 2.6 and Proposition 1.1 imply that S is of
the desired type.
Thus, assume that M is nontrivial. In order to apply the method of the
proof of Theorem 4.1 we only need to know that all homomorphic images
i  .SrM are finite. Then we can show that S ( M T , n, n, P for a monoid T
w xsatisfying the conditions of Example 3.6 and for an invertible over K T0
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w x  w x.matrix P. Hence K S ( M K T and the semiprimeness easily yields0 n 0
the assertion.
X w i xSo, note that R s K SrM , i G 2, is a direct product of finite dimen-0
 .sional algebras and prime algebras of type R rJ for an ideal J of R .j j j j
Therefore, the prime radical of RX is finite dimensional over K. Hence
MrM i is finite. Moreover RX has a left Artinian left quotient ring. From
w x14, Corollary 4.1.4 we know that elements that are regular modulo the
prime radical of RX are regular in RX. Therefore, as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 one shows that the maximal subgroup of SrM is finite.
iConsequently, SrM is finite. This completes the proof.
w xIf G is as in Proposition 1.1 and K G is prime, then G is trivial or
w xinfinite cyclic. If T is as in Example 3.6 and K T is prime, then H is0
trivial. Therefore, the following is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.2.
w xCOROLLARY 4.3. K S is a prime principal left ideal ring if and only if0
 : 4S ( M 1 , n , n , Q , S ( M x , n , n , Q , or . .
 y1:S ( M x , x , n , n , Q , .
 .  w x.  w y1 x.where Q is in¨ertible in M K , M K x , or M K x, x , respecti¨ ely.n n n
w x  .  w x.  w y1 x.Hence, K S ( M K , M K x , or M K x, x .0 n n n
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